
Dear user, 
 
Thank you for downloading the data for SN 5694 - Electronic Edition of Domesday Book: 
Translation, Databases and Scholarly Commentary, 1086 
 
Your download is made up of three different types of data files: data, documentation and 
additional files.  
 
Data files 
The data files for this resource are of two different sorts. 
If you have downloaded the Access version of the data you will have: 
 Six MSAccess2003 files in the folded 'access' and 112 files containing text (rich text 

format - *.rtf) kept in four different folders according to their content. These folders 
are: 'appendix','introduction','notes' and 'statistic_notes'. 

 
If you have downloaded the TAB version of the data you will have: 
 30 tab delimited (tab) files containing the same statistical information contained in the 

MSAccess data above, but kept in a format that can be used with other statistical 
packages and computational platforms, and the same 112 rich text files mentioned 
above. 

 
Documentation files 
The master documentation file is called 'guide' and can be found in the mrdoc folder in both 
*.rtf (rich text format) or *.pdf version. In this document you will find the necessary 
information to understand and interpret the contents of this data collection. 
 
Additional files 
UKDA_Study_5694_Information.htm  
This is a citation files which contains important bibliographic information as well as 

information on how to properly acknowledge and cite this electronic resource. 
5694_file_information.rtf 
This is a list of all the files which comprise your download package with a brief explanation 
on the content of each file. 
Read5694.txt 
This is a technical file which contains data file and format information; please refer to this 
file for further technical details. 
 
Please note that Domesday Book materials can be further explored, queried and obtained 
through a number of other sources: 
 
The original creators of this resource have made much of these data available via their 
project’s website http://www.domesdaybook.net/ 
Additionally, should you wish to consult and download images of the actual pages of the 
Domesday Book in PDF format, you may do so using the National Archives (TNA) online 
facility at http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/domesday.asp. There is a 
charge for this service. 
 
Finally, a modern translation of the Domesday book is available from Penguin Books (ISBN: 
9780141439945). 
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